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I. As shown in 也e figure, an L-shape bar with a circul訂 cross-section of 20 mm in diameter is fixed on a 

wall at one end. At 也e other end, the b訂 is subjected to a 100 N force in the -z direction and an 80 N 

force in也z 天y direction. 

(a) Determine all s甘·ess components （ σ紗，巧，屯， τ呼，弓， r:., ) at point A, and the maximum normal and 

shear stresses at point A; (12 Points) 

(b) Same as (a) but for point B. (8 Points) 
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2. As shown 扭曲e fig帥， the beam is supported by a fixed wall at A and a roller at B, and is subjected to a 

dis仕ibuted loading of I 0 kN/m. The beam has a T-shape cross-section as shown in the ·figure. The 

Young’s modulus of the beam material is 200 GPa. 

(a) Calculate all reactions at point A 組dB; (10 Points) 

(b) Plot the moment and she訂 diagrams of the beam from A to B;(10 Points) 

(c) Determine the maximum deflection of the beam叫 its location. (10 Poin的）
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3. The steel bracket as shown is under loads such that 也巴 readings of the 60。 strain rosette at point A on the 

external, traction-free s叮face of吐ie bracket are given by: B. =I× IO斗， lib =2xI0-4 個d lie= 3× 10-4. The 

Young’S modulus, the yield strength and the Poisson’s ratio of the bracket 缸e 200 GPa, 250 MPa and 

0.32, respectively. Determine: 

(a) the in-plane principal strains and 也.eir directions at point A, (12 Poi的）

。） the three principal stresses at point A, (12 Points) 

(c）由E safety factor of the bracket at point A according to the Tresca yield criterion. ( 6 Points) 
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4. A keyring as shown is wedged open by a key with a gap a= 1 mm. The keyring is made 1?ftwo full ring 

of steel wire. 百ie overall diameter of the keyring is 20 mm, and the wire di剖nete,r iS··l mm. The·Young’s 

modulus and Poisson’s ratio of也e steel wire 缸巴 200 GPa and 0.32, respectively. Assuming the contact 

forces between the keyring and the key are only 扭曲 direction normal to 臨 plane of the keyring, 

determine the compressive forces 也at the keyring applies on the key by using Cas陶Iiano’S second 

theorem (alternative solution approach is not allowed). (20 Points) 




